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If D is a skew field with infinite center Z and [D: Z] = ix, then any subnormal 
subgroup of D* which satisfies a Laurent generalized polynomial identity is 
central. ‘!“ 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
Let D be a skew field with center Z, where Z is an infinite field. We will 
assume that D is infinite dimensional over Z. Let H be an n-subnormal 
subgroup of the multiplicative group D* of D. This means that 
H= H,qH,p, a . . . 4 H, 4 D*. Let F be a free group with two generators 
.x1 and X, and ZF be the corresponding group ring. Let D{x,, x2} = 
D*, ZF be the free product over Z. Let us call P(x,, x2) E D{x,, x2} a 
generalized Laurent polynomial. 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. ZfP(h,,h,)=Ofureachh,,h,~HandP~D{.u,,.u,}\D,then 
HcZ. 
Since the theorem holds for two variables it is also true for any number 
of variables because, as is well known, a free group with two generators 
contains a free group with any (finite) number of generators. 
It is clear that a group law (identity) is a Laurent polynomial. So from 
the theorem, one can deduce that a subnormal subgroup H cannot satisfy a 
group law if H & Z. (This is a generalization of a result from [5].) For 
example, H cannot be solvable, since solvability of length s is expressible as 
a group law with 2” variables (see [8,9]). Analogously, H cannot be a 
finitely generated linear group without a free subgroup. 
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NOTATIONS 
We are going to use the notations introduced above and also the follow- 
ing notations. 
Let D(~,,.~~)=D*,z(x,,x,), where Z(x,,xz) is a free algebra with 
generators x, and x2. 
Let us denote by D(A, ,u) the skew field of “rational functions” over D in 
central variables A and p. It is well known that D[A, ~1 is an Ore ring, so 
D(;1, p) is uniquely defined. Let us denote by D((A)) the skew field of 
Laurent power series in A: any element of D( (A)) is an expression C;C k diAi, 
where d, E D. 
There is a natural embedding of D(A, p) into D((n, ,u)) = D((A))((p)), so 
we will think of D(A, ,u) as a skew subfield of D((A, 11)). If A is a ring let 
A[ [i, ~1 ] be the ring of (formal) power series in the central variables A 
and ,B. If dE D then deg(d) is the degree of irr(d), i.e., irreducible 
polynomial of d over Z (this may be cc if d is not algebraic). 
Now, Det,(x, 1~) = C (- l)(rq’U(o)x~u(l’x~~ . “(m!~, 0 E S,, , , where S,, , 
is the set of permutations of (0, . . . . m>. Note that this can be regarded as 
the ordinary “commutative” determinant of the matrix with identical rows 
Ix J?X . y”‘xl, if each monomial product in the expression is chosen so that 
its first term is from the first row, the second term in the product is from 
the second row, and so on. It is easy to see that Det,(x, y) = 0 if 1, J, . . . . ym 
are linearly dependent over Z. Let us denote by ~,(a, b) the multiplicative 
commutator (a, b) = aba-‘bE’ of a and b and let ci+ ,(a, b) = (a, ci(a, 6)). 
Let ad,(b)=ab- ba and let b fm) = ad;(b) when it does not lead to 
confusion. 
PROOFOF THE THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. The homomorphism of D{x,, x2} into D(yl,yr)[[i,, IL]] 
defined by r(xi) = 1 + Liyi, z(x,‘) = C2Eo ( -A,Y~)~ is injective. 
Proof: Let M(x, , x,) = d, x;, d,x?*. . . dkx$ dk+ i be a reduced monomial 
from D{x,, x2} which means that all i,y # 0 and d, $2 for s = 2, 3, . . . . k. Let 
deg(M) be a vector obtained from the vector (i,, e,, . . . . i,, ek) by replacing 
all negative entries by the symbol w. Let us introduce a lexicographic 
ordering of these vectors (longer vectors are bigger than shorter ones and 
the usual lexicographic order is put on vectors of the same length with o 
bigger than any number). If we consider the induced order on monomials 
and similar order on monomials of D( y,, yz) [ [A,, A,]] relative to y,, y2, 
then it is clear that r(M) contains only monomials with vectors at most 
deg(W. 
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If T is not injective then there exists a nonzero element K(x,, x2) such 
that r(K) =O. We may assume that the monomials in K are linearly 
independent. Let us choose the biggest vector u among those vectors which 
correspond to the monomials from K(x, , x2). It follows from the definition 
of z that only the images of the monomials from K with degree vector equal 
to L’ contain monomials for which the degree vectors are the same as u in 
all entries which are numbers and sufficiently big on w places. By “suf- 
ficiently big” we will mean numbers which are bigger than all numerical 
entries in vectors corresponding to the monomials from K. So let us take 
now all maximal monomials from K. They all have the same number of 
powers of xi involved, say nr. We can map them into the tensor product 
@“D by replacing every power of -xi by 0. 
Let us denote these elements of @"'D by N,, N2, . . . . N, and the 
monomials themselves by M,, Mz, . . . . M,. By choice of Mi they all have the 
same positive powers of the same .yj on similar positions and they have 
possibly different negative powers of X, on all other positions. Let us denote 
the number of negative powers by p. If we choose sufficiently big numbers 
B,, . . . . B, then z(M,) contains a monomial such that after the “tensor” 
mapping it will become i’;‘A{’ (3;) . (2;) N;. Now we may assume that the 
first r of the N, form a basis in the linear span of all N,. Then condition 
r(K) = 0 gives that for any sufficiently big numbers B,, B,, . . . . B, the 
expression C, N,(C, cV( $;) .. . (s;)) = 0. Here c,, is the coefficient in the 
expansion of N, in the basis N ,,..., N,. 
If p = 0 then Cf= I Nj = 0 which in this case implies that cf= I Mi = 0 as 
an element of Djx, , .x2 1. But this contradicts our assumption that 
monomials in K are linearly independent. Hence, we may assume that 
p#O. Now let =,,z2, .,., zP be central variables. Since the Ni (i = 1, .,., r) are 
linearly independent, all coefficients with Ni should be zeros. This may be 
rewritten as the following condition: 
Cci;n(l +2s~~)=R;, 
I s 
when considered as an element of Z[[z,, cz, . . . . ~~11, does not contain 
monomials in which all powers of z-J are sufficiently big. Let us show now 
that this is possible only when Ri= 0. Since all the numbers ji,X are 
negative, if p = 1 it is obvious that Ri = 0, for one has a nontrivial rational 
function which is not a polynomial. Let us apply induction by p. Consider 
R, as an element of Z(,-,, . . . . zPP, )[z,]]. Then either all coefficients with 
different powers of (1 + zP) are zeros or Ri may be presented as C, r,z; 
where, for a sufficiently large t, some of r, are not zero. Let us choose any 
such t and apply induction to the corresponding r,. Thus all Ri must be 
zeros. But the rational functions n,( 1 + z,p,s are linearly independent if the 
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vectors {ji,,} are linearly independent. (To see this, one may multiply all 
functions which are supposedly linearly dependent by n,( 1 + z,)~, where B 
is sufficiently big to make allji,s positive.) If Ri is zero this means that after 
combining the common terms all coefficients of n( 1 + z,)il,s are zeros. Thus 
all monomials Mi may be split into groups of monomials with the same 
negative powers on the corresponding places, and the sums of the tensor 
images of the monomials in any of such groups are zeros. But this implies 
that the sum of the monomials itself in any such group is zero which again 
means that monomials in K(x, , x2) are linearly dependent. We thus obtain 
a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a generalized polynomial Q(xI, x2) such that 
Q(dc,“‘, dp’)=Ofor any he H and d,, d,ED. 
Proof: Induction on i shows that if h E H then ci(h, d) E Hi for any dE D 
(if i<n). c,(h,d)=h(dh-*d-‘)EH, because heHH, and H,UD*; 
cj+ ,(h, d) = h(cjh-‘c;‘) E Hi+, because h E Hi+, and Hi+ 1 aHi. Hence 
P(c,(h, d,), c,(h, d,)) = 0. (Here P is the polynomial from the assumption 
of the theorem.) Let us now fix h E H, d, , d, E D and consider f,(A,) = 
c,(h, 1 + A,d,)(i= 1, 2) as elements of D(Ai). One can easily show (again by 
induction) that f,(&) = 1 + Aid,!“)hp” + o(A,), where o(&) contains only 
terms with the degree of Ai bigger than 1. Let p(lz,, A,)= P(f,(l,), 
.f2(~2))~D(~1+ 1,). ~(4, A2) = ~~(4, &)~;‘(4, A,), where P,EDC&~ &I. 
On the other hand, p(z,, zz)=O for any zi~Z\( -d,-I). So p,(l,, A,) and 
p(A1, &) are both equal to zero in D(il,, A,) (the standard “Vandermonde” 
type argument). Now by Lemma 1, P(l +A,y,, 1 +A,y,)= 
Cll, ~$Pi,,~(Yl,y2), where f’i.,ED(y,,y2) and deg,,, Pi.j=i, deg,,,Pi,j=j. 
Since IEH, P(l, l)=O, so P,,,= 0. Let us order vectors (i, j) for which 
Pi,j # 0 lexicographically and choose the minimal (iO, j,). Let us denote 
Pbz,o by Q. We can see that p(L,,;1,) = P[l+II,d(,“‘h-“+o(L,), 
1 + /l,,dp’h-“+ o(&)] = I+f’,%$ Q(dy’h-“, dp) h-“) + o(LF 19) (here o 
denotes the summands with vectors (i,j) bigger than (&,j,). Hence 
Q(dl”’ h--“, d$“‘h-“) = 0. But (d,h”)(“)h-” = d(“’ so Q(dl”‘, dy’) = 0. 
LEMMA 3. Any h E H is algebraic over Z and deg(h) are uniformly 
bounded. 
Proof: Let S(x,, . . . . x,) be a polylinear form obtained by linearization 
of Q(xl, x2) from Lemma 2. Then S(x(1”), . .. . xc)) = 0 is an “identity” on D. 
Let S,= S(x,, . . . . xj- , , xjn’,..., x2’). We can write Sj = xi aji xi’“’ /Iji, where 
ol,,, flji do not contain xi (“). If gj = C ajim /Iji = 0 for any concrete sub- 
stitution, then S,, , = 0 is an identity. Hence, if aj=O for each j, then D 
satisfies a nontrivial identity and so is finite dimensional over Z (see 
[2,7]) contrary to our assumption. So ar # 0 for some j. Let us take the 
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minimal j for which aj # 0 and fix specific values of xi, . . . . xjP i, xj+ i, . . . . x, 
for which aj#O. Then 
where CC,, pi are the values of clji, flji for the chosen substitution and 
C~~,O/?~fO.Ifn=Othen [D:Z]<cc.Ifn~Othenletusreplacex’”’by 
xj (“TV) hn-k-l~(k)W and obtain an identity 
c @,.k x’k’&k = o (k) 
with the number of summands at most N(n - k + 1). Let us choose the 
smallest possible k for which (k) is not trivial; i.e., C c(,,~ 0 fii,k # 0. If k = 0 
then [D:Z]<cc. SO k#O and Ca,,khOBi,k-Cai,jOhgi,k=O. Let US 
redenote these ai& and Pi,& by a,, a2, . . . . a,,, and pi, p2, . . . . /I,,,. We may 
assume that (ai} are linearly independent as well as {ai} and that 
al, . . . . a,, a1 h, . . . . a,h form a basis of the linear span of {ai, aih} over Z. 
Then ajh=C,cjia, ifj>q, where ai=aip,h for i>m. So Caih@fli- 
Cai@hB, = C~=,aio(-hBi+Cj~j,~ji)+~:Y=Ia,hO(P;+Cj,,cj,+,Pj). 
If q > 0, this element of D 0 D is not zero, contradicting our minimality 
assumption on k. So q = 0 and aih =c,“=, c,jaj for i= 1, . . . . m. Let 
V = linear span { ai>. Then Vh = A( I’), where A is a linear operator. Hence 
if R(x) is its characteristic polynomial, then W(h)= R(A)( V) =0 and 
R(h) = 0. So h is algebraic over Z and deg(h) is bounded by the number of 
summands in (k), which is not bigger than the number of summands in S 
multiplied by n. So there exists such a number M that deg(h) d M for all 
heH. 
COROLLARY. 
Det,(x, d’“‘) = 0. 
Proof. If deg(h) < M then deg(h - 1) GM. Hence Det,(x, h - 1) = 0. 
As in Lemma 2, this implies that Det,(x, 8’)) = 0. 
LEMMA 4. If H ~5 Z then there exists an h E H such that 
[h,Dl= [h, Ch,Dll ZO. 
Proof. Take any h E H\Z and put Di = adi( then D, # 0. Thus we 
may assume that D, #D,. Let C(h) be the centralizer of h. Now h is 
algebraic over the center so [ 1, 33 [D: C(h)] < og. It is clear that D, c D, 
so if D2 #D, then ad,, must have a nontrivial kernel on D, because D, and 
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D2 are finite dimensional linear spaces over C(h). This means that there 
exists dED such that [h,d] =d, #O and [h,d,] =O. Thus [h, dd;‘] = 1. 
Hence irr(h) should be inseparable because otherwise we can reduce its 
degree by commuting with dd;‘. So char D = ti#O and T(h) = irr(h) = 
T,(V). If h”# 2, we may substitute h” for h and so deduce that 
T(h) = T&h”‘). After several similar steps we obtain g= h”‘, g$Z such 
that either [g, g, D] = [g, D J or g” E 2. We may then assume that g” E Z. 
As before, we find p for which [g, p] = 1 and let t = gp. Also, let 
f,(t) = c,(g, t) E H and let j; = c,(g, t). It is easy to check by induction 
(onj) that h(r) E Z(f). Moreover, [f,(t), gl = M,(t) -L(f + 1)) g, so 
ad:,,,(g) = (J,(t) -f,(t + 1))“s. 
Let us assume that adt(,, =0 for some N. Then f,(r)=f,(t+ 1) and 
Cs,L(t)l=o. Now .fn=(s,LI) and gf,,p,gp’=fiL,. But then 
sKf,,-Ig-K=f;fn-I =h, I? so f; = 1 and f, = 1 which means that 
[g,f;, ,] = 0. This implies that f,,-, =fnpz = ... =f, =fo = 1 which is 
clearly impossible. Thus ad;,, # 0 for any h4. 
Let us replace h by fn in the above argument. We cannot have f ,"' E 2 for 
any j because then adz= adc = 0. Hence we must have obtained an 
element of H with the desired property. This finishes the proof of the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5. If an element h satisfies the conditions of’ Lemma 4 then 
deg(h) = 2. 
Proof Let [h,D] = [h,h,D] #O. By the corollary to Lemma 3, 
Det,,(y, x’~)) = 0 is an identity on D. But D, = D,, so Det,(y, x”’ j = 0 is 
also an identity. Ifs(‘) is replaced by hx - xh, then all coefficients occurring 
in Det,(y, x(i)) are 1, h, and h2. We cannot have Det,(y, hx - .uh) = 0 to 
be a g.p.i. (for then [D: Z] < co). Hence by [4, Corollary 8.11 1, h, and h2 
should be linearly dependent. 
COROLLARY. D=C(h)@uC(h)for any element UED, and D,=&(h). 
Proof By [ 1, 31, [D: C(h)] = 2. Since D, = D,, u # C(h) and therefore 
D = C(h) @ K(h). Also it is clear that D, is one dimensional over C(h). 
From now on let us fix elements h and u from the previous lemma and 
corollary. 
LEMMA 6. C(u) = C(u, h) @ uC(u, h), where C(u, h) is the centralizer of 
u and h. 
Proof: It is clear that C(h) D, = D, and therefore C(h) u = K(h). An 
element CE C(U) may be written as c= c, + UC*, where CUE C(h). Since 
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11 ‘cu=c we have c,+uc,=u~‘c,u+u(u~‘c,u) and so c,~C(u) because 
otherwise u E C(h). 
LEMMA I. The element u is algebraic over Z. 
Proof: ME D,. So by the corollary to Lemma 3 Det,(y, u)=O. 
Therefore deg(u) < GO because otherwise Det,,,(y, U) is a nontrivial g.p.i. 
Now we can finish the proof of the theorem as follows. Since 
zK(u, h) c D,, we know that Det ,,,( y, ux) = 0 for x E C(u,h). If we assume 
that X,.vEC(U, h) then Det,(p, ux) = U’f2+-.+M Det,(y, x). So 
Det,,(y, x) = 0 is an identity on C(u, h) and C(u, h) is finite dimensional 
over its center E. Therefore [D: E] = [D: C(u)] [C(u): C(u, h)] 
[C(u, A): E] < co. This means that D is finite dimensional over a field 
which implies that D is finite dimensional over Z [6]. But this brings us to 
a contradiction which proves the theorem. 
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